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CHAIR’S REPORT FOR 2019
Our objectives for the past year were threefold:
1. To plan a continued program of low risk fundraising events
2. To progress the new kitchen – build & fixtures
3. To re-establish our award status with ACRE
The year has proved to be very much one of successful delivery on objectives 1 and 2. The ACRE
award status wasn’t progressed in order to focus primarily on fund raising and the new kitchen
build which has proved to have paid dividends. We did however retain our general membership of
the organisation and have an active ongoing relationship.
FINANCE – Whilst we still await our audited accounts for the financial period ending 30th
September 2019 and considerable expenditure has taken place on the new kitchen during the
calendar year, we currently still have a healthy positive bank balance. Our treasurer will expand.
FUND RAISING & GRANTS – Several regular fund raising initiatives were held consisting of
quarterly Bingo nights, the Monthly Fat Ox quiz and Hall Coffee Mornings along with the annual
Christmas Fayre. During the year loyal sponsorship was maintained by the Tenterden Tesco
Branch, local businesses and individual supporters.
By far however, the most notable success was the grant award of £18,000 from Kent County
Council which along with the £24k from TTC awarded in the preceding year, enabled the delivery of
our new kitchen extension. We did however, have to dig deep into our own resources, to augment
this but, well worth the long term investment.
PUBLIC RELATIONS. The new bespoke website www.stmichaelsvillagehall.org has been operational
for over a year now. Since launch I have continued to keep the site updated along with the rest of
our social media on Facebook. Again social media is crucial to the generation of bookings and
positive PR for the Hall as is the publication of Hall Aid.
TRUSTEES & ROLES - Following Jim’s decision not to pick up the Treasurer role from Catherine,
Emma Mulholland has been understudying her with a view to joining the committee as Trustee &
Treasurer for 2020. It’s a daunting & pivotal role especially as Catherine has brought so much
professionalism to the position. Tracey continues to be outstanding in her enthusiastic approach to
Bookings Secretary and our “availability slots” continue to decrease.
THANKS – Once again thank you to all my fellow trustees and supporters for their individual &
collective efforts throughout the year. I’d also again like to pay tribute to Trevor Bingham of Arts
Inc for donating his design skills in particular the composition of “Hall Aid” and various posters.
Importantly, we mustn’t become complacent due to our recent successes. The Village Hall has
indisputably become St Michaels’ biggest Community asset and as custodians of this asset our key
priorities going forward should be:
1. To finalise the new kitchen in terms of painting, decoration and security shutters.
2 To revisit the Refurbishment Master Plan and assess how this should be progressed
3. To continue a program of low risk fundraising events
4. To look at our insurance & compliances and re-establish our award status with ACRE
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